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Abstract: Ultrasensitive trace-detection of toxic and carci-
nogenic polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) can
ceaselessly propel the environmental surveillance in
aqueous ecosystems. Due to the intrinsic nonadsorptive
feature of PAHs, the promising technique of surface-
enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) spectroscopy has been
restricted to diverse functional ligands-based surface mod-
ifications of nano-substrates. However, it is not suitable for
practical ultralow liquid analysis. Herein, we propose an
extraordinary strategy to boost liquid-near infrared (NIR)-
SERS activity of plasmonic Au/Ag nano-urchins (NUs) by
introducing extra 808 nm laser-triggered an additional
strong electromagnetic enhancement into routine 785 nm
laser-Raman system. The synergistic double laser-excited
NIR-SERSof colloidalAu/AgNUsenables theRaman signals
of crystal violet to be significantly enhanced, approaching a
maximum of ∼34-fold increase than that of traditional bare
785 nm laser-excitation. More importantly, the improved
liquid-NIR-SERS enables the in-situ detection limit of pyrene
molecules in lake water to be achieved at ∼10−9 M, which is
alreadybetter thanmanypreviousSERS results basedon the
complicated functionalized nano-substrates. The estab-
lished double laser-boosted NIR-SERS can also be easily
extended to the simultaneous trace-detection of three PAHs-
contaminated mixtures, supporting well distinguishable
capability. Undoubtedly, the present work opens a new
versatile and innovative avenue for ultrasensitive NIR-SERS
monitoring of nonadsorptive toxic pollutants inwastewater.

Keywords: double laser excitation; liquid NIR-SERS
activity; surface-enhanced Raman scattering spectroscopy;
ultra-trace PAHs molecules detection.

1 Introduction

During the incomplete combustion of coal, petroleum,
petrol and other fossil fuels, many discharged byproducts,
especially ubiquitous polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAHs) with two or more benzene rings have inevitably
brought serious hazardous effects on living organisms due
to their high toxic, carcinogenic, teratogenic, mutagenic
and biological accumulative properties [1–4]. In particular,
tremendous damages to human respiratory, urinary, and
nervous systems will be caused when long-term exposure
to these toxic PAHs contaminants including pyrene,
phenanthrene, anthracene, fluorene and their derivatives
[2]. Specially, the maximum contaminant level (MCL) of
PAHs in drinking water cannot be more than 0.2 ppb
(∼10−9 M) according to the stipulation of United States
Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) [5, 6]. There-
fore, abundant researches have ceaselessly propelled the
ultrasensitive detection of PAHs in diverse aqueous eco-
systems, aiming to offer reliable and accurate early-
assessments of public health and environment protec-
tion. Up to now, many commonly used methods with good
selectivity and sensitivity have been frequently applied to
PAHs analysis, including gas chromatography-mass
spectrometry (GC-MS) [7, 8], high-performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC) [9, 10], positive-ion atmospheric
pressure photo-ionization (APPI) coupled with Fourier
transform ion cyclotron resonance (FTICR) [11], condensed
phase membrane introduction mass spectrometry with
liquid electron ionization (CP-MIMS-LEI) [12], and paper
spray ionization mass spectrometry (PSI-MS) [13], etc. How-
ever, the tedious sample preparations and pre-concentration
steps aswell as complicated time/labor-consuming detection
processes will create a huge barrier for rapid in-situ
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identification and convenient monitoring of residual trace
PAHs in complex wastewater environments.

Alternatively, the surface-enhanced Raman scattering
(SERS) spectroscopy derived from strong resonance inter-
action between incident laser and high-performance nano-
substrates can provide molecular vibrational-fingerprints
at nanomolar level (10−9 M) and possess many capabilities,
high specificity and sensitivity as well as simplicity in use
[14–17]. It is generally accepted that the SERS with the
increased of Raman signals is mainly dependent on the
primary enhanced electromagnetic (EM) field generated by
laser-excited strong inelastic scattering on rugged plas-
monic (Au, Ag or Cu, etc.) nanomaterials (NMs) with
unique local surface plasmonic resonance (LSPR) property
[14, 15]. Meanwhile, the minor contribution of the charge-
transfer (CT) induced chemical (CM) enhancement has
been also confirmed on band-gap semiconductor nano-
substrates [16]. Up to now, the emerging SERS has been
extensively applied to many cutting-edge fields; however
some special non-adsorptive probe molecules with
intrinsic nonpolar nature have poor accessibility to the
plasmonic metallic surfaces, which cannot be effectively
enhanced through the above-mentioned EM or CM
enhancement. Unfortunately, the toxic PAHs with multi-
plex adjoined aromatic-ring structures, as representative
non-adsorptive molecules, do not have any metal-affinity
functional groups. It prevents effective chemisorption of
PAHs on plasmonic surfaces, which lead to PAHs being
“inactive” or even “invisible” in most cases for traditional
SERS [1, 4, 5, 18–22]. In order to yield strong Raman signals of
PAHs and obtain desirable SERS analysis, many efforts have
been dedicated to functionalize the as-prepared nano-sub-
strates by surface chemical modifications, such as Au nano-
particles (NPs) decorated glycidyl methacrylate-ethylene
dimethacrylate (GMA-EDMA) [23], ammoniumpillar [5]arene-
stabilized Au NPs [19, 24], poly-N-isopropylacrylamide (pNI-
PAM)-coated Au nanostars [22], thiol-modified Fe3O4@Ag
[18], mono-6-thio-β-cyclodextrin (HS-β-CD)-captured Au NPs
[4], polymer chitosan (CS) Ag NPs [1] Cu3(BTC)2 (BTC = 1,3,5-
benzenetricarboxylic acid)@Ag NPs [25], etc. Although the
mentioned plentiful chemical modifications can enhance
SERS activity of PAHs, there are still two urgent issues should
be taken into consideration toward widespread applications.
Firstly, these modified hybridizations are solely restricted to
the solid phase-detection of dried PAHs adsorbed on the
functionalized nano-substrates. It is not suitable for ultralow
liquid-SERS analysis in practical aqueous conditions, due to
the weaker chemisorbed capacity of functional ligands
bondedwithmetallic surface and probe PAHs in solution. On
the other hand, during chemical functionalization of plas-
monic nanocrystals, the added polymer organic molecules

that served as anchors allowing the PAHs to close to plas-
monic surfaces would result in secondary pollution in prac-
tical wastewater surveillance. Moreover, they will also
occupy the SERS active sites on nano-substrates, inhibiting
the formation of “hot spots” and interfering the Raman sig-
nals of probe molecules [20, 26]. Therefore, some unusual
methods without the aid of polymer functional ligands have
been also customized to improve SERS activity of PAHs via
electrochemical cyclic voltammetry treatment of Ag nano-
wires [27], dispersive liquid–liquid, solid phase or in-situ
surface microextractions [28–30], molecularly imprinted
polymers (MIPs) with Au NPs assemblies [31], and glass fiber
paper combined Ag NPs [32], etc. Despite these emerging
strategies can be applied to the in-situ liquid-SERS detection
of PAHs, the rigorous pretreatments of the complicated nano-
substrates will be also inconvenient for rapid replicable and
reproducible SERS analysis. Up to now, how to realize the
accessible, robust, versatile and stable in-situ liquid-SERS
monitoring of ultra-trace PAHs still face a huge challenge for
wastewater surveillance in real-world scenarios.

Herein, we report an extraordinarily versatile strategy
for realizing in-situ ultrasensitive liquid-detection of trace
PAHs in real-word lake water based on synergistic double
laser beam-boosted near infrared (NIR)-SERS. It simulta-
neously possessesmany distinctive features: (1) superior to
traditional SERS analysis via ultraviolet (UV) or visible
light (<700 nm) excitation, the NIR-SERS with high liquid-
penetrating capability is suitable for molecular dynamic
liquid-monitoring/sensing of diverse analytes in complex
solutions [33–39]. It can reliably unveil molecular struc-
tures owing to the lower photonic energy induced minor
damage to samples, which will also significantly weaken
many unwanted fluorescence background/interferences
that originated from short wavelength excitation [40, 41];
(2) as for traditional NIR-SERS, the main drawback is the
insufficient Raman enhancement due to the inadequate
efficiency of intrinsic low photon absorption-conversion at
long-wavelength region. In this work, the introduction of
extra 808 nm laser beam-trigged an additional strong EM
field into routine 785 nm laser-Raman equipment can
significantly further promoting liquid-NIR-SERS activity of
as-prepared colloidal plasmonic NMs, as clearly illustrated
in Figure 1; (3) the extremely easy-to-use of double laser
beam-boosted liquid NIR-SERS with simplicity, rapidity
and ultra-sensitivity can overcome the previous difficulties
in complicated surface functionalization of SERS-active
nano-substrates by either chemical or physical modifica-
tions. Taken together, the double laser-boosted NIR-SERS
performed on as-prepared colloidal Au/Ag nano-urchins
(NUs) in this work enables the Raman signals of crystal
violet (CV) to be significantly enhanced in solution,
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reaching a maximum of approximate ∼34-fold higher than
that of bare 785 nm laser-excitation. More importantly, the
liquid-NIR-SERS of pyrene molecules that regarded as a
biological exposure index (BEI) for assessment of exposure
to PAHs [30], can be also clearly distinguishable even the
concentration as low as 1 × 10−9 M in practical lake water.
The liquid-NIR-SERS detection limit obtained by synergis-
tic double laser excitation is already comparable to or even
better than many previous reports via complex function-
alized SERS nano-substrates by tedious chemical or phys-
ical modifications [1, 5, 18–21, 23–25, 27, 28, 31, 32].
Additionally, we also verify the versatility, high sensitivity,
and uniformity of this novel double laser-trigged
NIR-SERS. Therefore, the present work can avoid previ-
ous tedious chemical and/or physical modifications of
plasmonic surfaces and provide a new approach for ul-
trasensitive monitoring of nonadsorptive toxic PAHs pol-
lutants in wastewater.

2 Experimental setup

2.1 Chemicals and reagents

Silver nitrate (AgNO3, 99.85%) and chloroauric acid
(HAuCl4) were purchased from China Sinopharm Interna-
tional (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. Ascorbic acid (AA, 99%) and
ethanol reagents were purchased from Macklin. All the
probe molecules (crystal violet, tetracycline (TC), pyrene,
anthracene and nitropyrene) were purchased fromAladdin
Chemistry Co., Ltd (Shanghai, China). In addition, cetyl-
trimethylammonium bromide (CTAB, >98%) and poly-
vinylpyrrolidone (PVP,Mw=40,000)were purchased from
TCI (Shanghai). The custom quartz tank (10 × 10 × 1 mm)
was made in Lianyungang. All reagents were of analytical

grade and used directly without further treatment. Deion-
ized (DI) water used in the fabrication and measurement
was prepared using a Millipore purification system (18.2 M
Ω cm).

2.2 Synthesis of Au nanorods

TheAu nanorods (NRs) were fabricated by a seed-mediated
growth method [42, 43]. A 100 mL mixed aqueous solution
containing 50mLCTAB (0.2M) and 50mLHAuCl4 (0.5mM)
was added in a glass dish. Then added 6 mL of ice-cold
NaBH4 (0.01 M) to the above solution with vigorous stirring
for 3 min, and the solution will immediately turn brown
and yellow. The prepared mixed solution was placed in a
water bath at 30 °C for 2 h for subsequent use as a seed
solution. The prepared mixed solution was immersed in a
30 °Cwater bath for 2 h to obtain gold seedswith a diameter
of 2–3 nm. In a clean beaker, 50 mL CTAB (0.2 M), 50 mL
HAuCl4 (1mM), 330 μLAgNO3 (0.04mM), 600 μLAA (0.1M)
and 150 μL of seeds solution were successively added to
prepare ∼100 mL growth solution. Then the growth solu-
tion was placed in a water bath maintained at 30 °C for 6 h
to obtain Au NRs with average diameter and radius of 46
and 12 nm, respectively. The as-synthesized Au NRs were
centrifuged at 15,645×g rcf for 15 min, the precipitate was
then re-suspended in DI water and centrifuged at 15,645×g
rcf for 15 min. Repeat cleaning for three times to obtain
1 mg/mL Au NRs.

2.3 Synthesis of Au/Ag NUs

The preparation of Au/Ag NUs based on liquid laser
irradiation is very similar to previous works [44, 45]. The

Figure 1: The schematic diagram of double
laser beam-excited equipment for further
boosting liquid-NIR-SERS enhancement of
non-adsorptive toxic PAHs in solution.
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Au/Ag NPs were obtained via laser ablation and irradiation
process by a Q-switched Nd-YAG (yttrium aluminum garnet)
laser (Quanta Ray, Spectra Physics) beam. A well-polished
gold target was first placed at the bottom of a rotating glass
dish (400 rpm) containing 5 mm depth of liquid solution
(0.2 M AgNO3, 0.08 M PVP, and 20 mL DI water). Firstly, a
pulsed laser with a wavelength of 1064 nm, a pulse width of
about 10 ns, energy of about 250 mJ and a repetition rate of
10 Hz was used to ablate Au target in solution for 10 min.
Then, the gold target was removed from the solution, and a
pulse laser with a wavelength of 532 nm, a pulse width of
about 6 ns, energy of about 350 mJ and a repetition rate of
10 Hz was used to irradiate the above solutions for 20 min.
After these two steps, we synthesized Au/Ag NPs with the
average size of 5 nm, fully washed Au/Ag NPs with DI water,
centrifuged at 22,858×g rcf, and dispersed the products into
DI water to obtain 0.1 M Au/Ag NPs. 50 mL HAuCl4 (0.5 mM)
and 16.6 mL AA (0.08 M) were added to 33.4 mL Au/Ag NPs
(0.1M), then stood for 1min to obtain 100mLAu/AgNUswith
diameters around 150 nm. The as-synthesized Au/Ag NUs
were centrifuged at 4450×g rcf for 15 min, the precipitate was
then re-suspended in DI water and centrifuged at 4450×g rcf
for 15 min. Repeat cleaning for three times to obtain 1 mg/mL
Au/Ag NUs.

2.4 Materials characterization

The obtained precipitates were dropped on a copper mesh
and dried in an oven for observation via transmission
electron microscopy (JEOL-JEM-2100F, 200 kV, 400,000×).
The absorption spectra were carried out via UV–Vis–IR
spectrometer (Shimadzu, UV-1800, with a resolution of
1 nm). All the Raman signals were collected by a confocal
microprobe Raman spectrometer (Renishaw Raman spec-
troscopy, with a spectral resolution of 1 cm−1).

2.5 Liquid-NIR-SERS testing

All liquid-NIR-SERS signals were collected by a confocal
microprobe Raman spectrometer (Renishaw Raman spectros-
copy) with a 50 × objective. For SERS detection of CV mole-
cules, 100 μL Au NRs (1 mg/mL) or Au/Ag NUs (1 mg/mL)
solution and 100 μL of CV molecules (2 × 10−5 M CV) solution
were added to a 2mL centrifuge tube, and the concentration of
nano-substrates was fixed at 1 mg/mL in each subsequent
experiment. Then the above solution was mixed uniformly by
ultrasonic for 2–3 min. In this way, Raman detection samples
of 10−5 M CVmolecules could be simply made and the similar

process was carried out for the other probe molecules under
different concentrations (10−5–10−12 M). As for NIR-SERS
detection of PAHs molecules, the probe molecules were
firstly dissolved in ethanol to obtain a high concentration so-
lution, which will be separately diluted with DI water to pre-
pare probe molecules with different concentrations of 10−5–
10−10 M. The samplewas placed in a custom closed quartz tank
(10 × 10 × 1 mm) for Raman test. The NIR-SERS spectra of CV
and TC molecules were recorded at room temperature using a
785 nm laser with an output power of 4.5 mW and the acqui-
sition time used for one spectrum was 1 s. The NIR-SERS
spectra of PAHsmolecules used a 785 nm laser with an output
power of 4.5 mW, the acquisition time used for one spectrum
was 10 s, since we have found that the branched microstruc-
tures of Au/AgNUswould be damaged by using the high laser
power (∼5.0 mW, the acquisition time of 1 s) in this work. All
Raman spectra were obtained using the InVia spectrometers
and processed (smoothed and baseline corrected) using Wire
5.4 software (Renishaw). The extra 808 nm laser induced
Raman background noises can be easily removed by using the
baseline-corrected function in Wire 5.4 software (Figure S1).
Moreover, each Raman result was the average value of the
Raman tests at 10 different positions of the sample in order to
ensure the test accuracy.Before theSERSanalyses, theoptimal
detection location along the vertical direction were selected
based on the comparative Raman signal results at different
depths below the solution surface. Then the confocal region of
the two laser beamswas determined by an ingeniousmethod.
The XY two-way adjustable precision optical displacement
platform was added at the bottom of the 808 nm laser
(Changchun Laser Optoelectronics Technology Co., Ltd., with
theoutputpower rangesof0–1080mW),and the focusingspot
position of the 808 nm laser was adjusted by adjusting the
platform, so as to realize the effect of the 785 nm laser moving
to thecenterof the808nmlaserbeam.Theconfocalpositionof
the double beam was determined by comparing the Raman
signal intensities at different points. First, the platform was
adjustedalong theX-direction tofind the strongest signal point
ⅲ (0, 0) anddetermine the coordinate regionof the confocal on
the X-axis. Then, the above operations were performed on the
Y-axis tofinallydetermine the confocal regionⅶ (0, 100) of the
two lasers.

2.6 Liquid-NIR-SERS detection of pyrene in
lake water

The lake water was collected from a lake located in the
outskirts of Jinan. Before formal use, the samples were
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firstly filtered by a 0.22 μm filter (Whatman) and then
centrifuged at 22,858×g rcf to further remove sediment from
the lake water. Pyrene-spiked solutions (concentrations
ranging from 10−5 to 10−10 M) were all prepared by using the
as-pre-treated lake water. The rest of the procedure was
analogous as the above experimental steps.

2.7 Finite-difference time domain (FDTD)
calculation

The FDTD (package of Comsol Multiphysics 5.3a) method
was used to perform the simulations about electromag-
netic response of single Au NR and Au/Ag NU. We
investigated the relative electrical field intensities at the
surfaces of individual Au NR and Au/Ag NU. The Au NR
was modeled as a cylinder with two spheres, and Au/Ag
NU was modeled as a sphere plus with tens of cylinders.
In the simulations, the refractive index of surrounding
medium was set as 1.33. Then the excitation wavelength

in FDTD simulations was set at 785 and 808 nm accord-
ing to the experiments.

3 Results and discussion

Initially, the anisotropic Au/Ag NUs and Au NRs samples
were adopted as two different typical NIR-SERS nano-
substrates in this work. The morphology of as-prepared
Au/Ag NUs was illustrated by the transmission electron
microscopy (TEM), as shown in Figure 2(a). Clearly, it can
be seen that numerous mono-dispersed Au/Ag NUs
possess abundant and obvious elongated branches. Then,
the high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) image in Figure 2(b)
provides the detailed structure of the closer view of an
isolated nano-urchin with well crystal structure. Corre-
spondingly, the parallel lattice fringe with a d-spacing of
0.236 nm is located between theoretical values of (111)
lattice plane of Ag (0.238 nm) and Au (0.232 nm), sup-
porting the formation of bimetallic Au/Ag NUs. To further

Figure 2: The microstructure of nanoproducts.
(a) The TEM image and (b) representative HRTEM image of Au/Ag NUs. (c) The typical enlarged TEM image and the element mapping images of
an individual Au/Ag NU. (d) The absorption spectra of colloidal Au/Ag NUs and Au NRs with the concentration of 0.01 mg/mL in each one.
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verify the bimetallic nature of Au/Ag NUs, we investigated
the elemental mapping images of an individual nano-
structure. As displayed in Figure 2(c), the Au and Ag ele-
ments are homogeneously distributed on the whole body
and the relative ratio of Au and Ag elements is calculated
about 88:12,which further confirms the alloying state of the
synthesized Au/Ag NUs. Additionally, the detailed ana-
lyses of well-defined rod-like structures of Au NRs are then
illustrated in Figure S2. Indeed, the choice of as-prepared
plasmonic nanostructures is highly related to their LSPR
positions, which should be sensitive to the inherent NIR
785 nm wavelength excitation in SERS apparatus. The
collective oscillation of plasmonic conduction electrons at
resonance frequency in response to incoming laser wave-
length will play an important role in high-performance
SERS [46–48]. In this work, as shown in Figure 2(d), the
LSPR positions of as-prepared colloidal Au/Ag NUs and Au
NRs are located at 781 and 787 nm, respectively, whichwell
match the excitation light source equipped with Raman
spectrometer. According to the experimental absorption
spectrum, the peak intensity of Au/Ag NUs is approximate
2.3 times higher than that of AuNRs at 785 nm, implying the
higher extinction coefficient of Au/Ag NUs. The two typical
plasmonic nano-substrates are then selected in our
experimental liquid-NIR-SERS tests.

The single 785 nm laser induced liquid-NIR-SERS ac-
tivities of Au NRs and Au/Ag NUs were evaluated by using
CV aromatic dye molecules that can effectively connect
with plasmonic NMs via strong π–π interactions [49, 50].
After the Au NRs or Au/Ag NUs solutions were uniformly
mixed with the probe molecule solutions, the chosen ver-
tical location of each Raman test in this paper was fixed at
about 100 nm below the liquid surface, based on the

variation of Raman peak intensities via the different depths
along the Z-axis direction as shown in Figure S3. Based on
the 10−5MCVmolecules absorbed on the two types of nano-
substrates on solution, the liquid-NIR-SERS spectra
without and with baseline subtractions were separately
shown in Figures S4 and 3(a). As shown in Figure 3(a), the
dominating characteristic bands of CV molecules are all
clearly detected in Raman spectra, providing much
enriched “molecular fingerprint” information. In detail,
the Raman peaks at 1618, 1587, 1441 and 1297 cm−1 can be
attributed to ring C–C stretching vibration; the peak at
1384 cm−1 is related to N-phenyl stretching; the peak at
913 cm−1 should be originated from ring skeletal vibration
of radical orientations; the peaks at 1173, 806, 761 and
732 cm−1 are corresponded to ring C–H bends [51–54].
Compared with the traditional solid-SERS measurements,
the NIR-SERS signals of probe molecules are relative
weaker in solution, owing to the lower molecular concen-
tration in solution and the liquid-fluid medium [55]. As
displayed in Figure 3(a), it can be seen that the Au/Ag NUs
provide a higher NIR-SERS activity than that of AuNRs. The
comparative results of different Raman peak intensities
separately originated from Au/Ag NUs and Au NRs are
summarized in Figure 3(b). It indicates that the dominating
characteristic bands of CV molecules in colloidal Au/Ag
NUs are all higher than those of Au NRs. Compared to Au
NRs with smooth surfaces, the obtained Au/Ag NUs with
plentiful surface nano-antennas can exhibit stronger
electromagnetic field located aroundmultiple tip branches
due to the generation of more SERS hot spots. As displayed
in Figure S5, the relative electrical field intensities distri-
butions reveal that the Au/Ag NUs provide significantly
enhanced intense electric fields than that of Au NRs.

Figure 3: SERS performances of Au/Ag NUs and Au NRs in the single laser system.
(a) Raman spectra of 10−5 M CV molecules separately performed in the presence of Au/Ag NUs and Au NRs in solution. (b) The comparative
results of Raman intensities of CV molecules on two nano-substrates (each error bar indicates the standard deviation of 10 different spots).
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Therefore, the FDTD simulations suggest that the Au/Ag
NUs can provide an enhanced EM field, facilitating higher
liquid-NIR-SERS activity in this paper.

Different from traditional NIR-SERS by single 785 nm
laser excitation, then another 808 nm continuous laser
beamwas introduced into the routine Raman tests. The EM
field around the hot spots of plasmonic nano-architectures
can be further boosted by the secondary laser excitation,
which is expected to optimize the liquid-NIR-SERS activity.
As for double laser-excited NIR-SERS, the optimal confocal
region of extra 808 nm laser beam with respect to the
routine 785 nm focused point should be illustrated in this
work, which is essential to improve NIR-SERS perfor-
mance. The procedure for determining the optimal
confocal region of the two laser beams is described in
Figure S6(a). After the colloidal Au/Ag NUs uniformly
mixed with CV solution, the Raman spectra and corre-
sponding peak intensities of CV molecules versus the
relative positions (X-axis and Y-axis) of extra 808 nm
(1.0 W) and intrinsic 785 nm were separately illustrated in
Figure S6(b–f). It can be seen that the Raman signals of CV
molecules derived from optimal coordinate point are much
higher than that at other deviation points with different
offsets. The obtained spatial location with higher Raman
signals should be served as double-laser confocal region,
which will be fixed in the subsequent experiments. On the
other hand, the effect of extra laser power on NIR-SERS
enhancement is evaluated in this work. The Raman signals
of CV (10−5 M) in Au/Ag NUs solution versus different extra
808 nm laser powers (0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0 W) per-
formed in double laser-excited NIR-SERS system are

separately shown in Figure 4(a). Meanwhile, the variations
of the main four Raman peak intensities of CV versus the
extra 808 nm laser power (0–1.0 W) are shown in
Figure 4(b). It reveals that the corresponding Raman peak
intensities of CV molecules can be effectively promoted by
increasing the 808 nm laser power (0–1.0W). For instance,
the Raman peak at 1173 cm−1 increases from ∼2803 a.u for
traditional single SERS to ∼43,300 a.u for 0.6 W extra laser
irradiation, and then to a maximum of ∼75,793 a.u at 1.0 W
condition. Clearly, the double laser-induced NIR-SERS
system with 1.0 W extra 808 nm laser excitation gives rise
to the strongest Raman signals, approaching about 27
times higher than that of original single 785 nm laser beam.
Meanwhile, the stability of this NIR-SERS system in the
presence of Au/Ag NUs in solution has been confirmed by
the Raman tests during double laser irradiation of 60min at
the same point, as shown in Figure S7. On the other hand,
we also found that the excess extra laser power (>1.0 W in
this experiment) will also result in some uncontrollable
damages of plasmonic nanostructures, which is not
conducive for the practical NIR-SERS applications. As
shown in Figure 4(b), the variation trends of these four
groups of Raman peak intensities exhibit very similar be-
haviors, providing a much higher SERS activity under
double laser-induced NIR-SERS in the presence of 1.0 W
extra 808 nm laser excitation. As summarized in Table S1,
the enhancement degree of each characteristic peak in the
double laser-excited NIR-SERS is different, and its
maximum value is calculated to be approximate ∼34-fold
that of traditional single wavelength (785 nm) excitation.
The apparent enhancement of double laser-induced liquid

Figure 4: The SERS performances of Au/Ag NUs in the double laser-induced system.
(a) Raman signals of CV (10−5 M) in Au/Ag NUs solution with different extra laser powers. (b) The variation trends of the main four Raman
peak intensities of CV molecules (10−5 M) versus the extra 808 nm laser powers (0–1.0 W) (each error bar indicates the standard deviation of
10 different spots).
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NIR-SERS activity should be attributed to the additional EM
field generated by resonance excitation of extra 808 nm
laser, which can be effectively raised by increasing laser
power in the range of 0–1.0W. Furthermore, we carried out
the point-to-point statistics of the variations of Ramanpeak
at 1173 cm−1 in the single laser system and double laser
system by elevating the power of the 785 nm laser excita-
tion source. As shown in Figure S8, the increasing trend of
Raman peak intensity in double laser system is higher than
that in single laser system. It implies that the synergistic
coupling effect between the additional EM field via extra
808 nm laser and the intrinsic EM field via original 785 nm
laser can play an important role in the double laser-
induced NIR-SERS. Moreover, the colloidal Au/Ag NUs are
replaced by Au NRs to verify the universal adaptation of
double laser induced NIR-SERS enhancement. As shown in
Figure S9, the liquid NIR-SERS activity based on Au NRs
can be also enhanced by the double laser-excited strategy,
implying the versatility of this innovative approach.

As we know, traditional SERS activity is highly depen-
dent on the microtopography of SERS nano-substrates, as
illustrated in Figure 3. The different Raman enhancements of
Au/Ag NUs and Au NRs in the double laser-boosted liquid-
NIR-SERS system are also compared, in order to further
evaluate the contribution of nano-structure and then offer
optimal activity for subsequent researches. Figure 5(a) shows
the comparison of liquid-NIR-SERS activities of the two types
of different nano-substrates under double laser excitation
with the extra laser power of 1.0 W. It can be found that the
Raman characteristic bands of CV molecules in the presence
of Au/Ag NUs are higher than that of Au NRs. Moreover,
based on Au/Ag NUs and Au NRs, we also summarized the
enhanced amplitudes of double laser-boosted NIR-SERS in
comparison with single laser SERS system, as shown in
Figure 5(b). The quantitative comparison clearly shows that
the magnifying power of dominating characteristic bands of
CVmolecules (1173, 1384, 1587 and 1618 cm−1) in the presence
of Au/Ag NUs are all larger than that of Au NRs, further

Figure 5: SERS tests of CV molecules in the double laser-induced system.
(a) Raman signals of CV (10−5 M) in Au/Ag NUs and Au NRs solutions, respectively (Inset shows the FDTD calculations of relative electric field
intensities for individual Au NR and Au/AgNU under 808 nm). (b) The enhanced amplitudes of dual laser systems under Au/AgNUs and Au NRs
substrates (each error bar indicates the standard deviation of 10 different spots). (c) Raman spectra of 10−5–10−12 MCV via double laser-excited
liquid-NIR-SERS. (d) The variations of double laser-triggered Raman intensities at 732, 913, 1173, 1384 and 1587 cm−1 versus the CVmolecules
concentrations in the range of 10−5–10−11 M (each error bar indicates the standard deviation of 10 different spots).
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confirming that the Au/Ag NUs have better Raman
enhancementunderdouble-laser excitation. For instance, the
Raman intensity of CVmolecules at 1384 cm−1 in colloidal Au/
Ag NUs increases from ∼1525 a.u for traditional single laser
excitation to ∼32,497 a.u for the double-laser irradiation. It
exhibits an increase of approximate ∼21 times, while the
Raman enhancement increases by about ∼17 times via Au
NRs substrates. The comparison of other concentrations and
characteristic peaks of CV molecules are also show in detail
(Tables S1 and S2).

Taking advantage of the optimal candidates, such as
optimal confocal region of double laser beam, suitable
extra laser power and active nano-architectures of Au/
Ag NUs, the detection limit of CV molecules based on
double laser-boosted liquid-NIR-SERS was further eval-
uated, as shown in Figure 5(c). The typical Raman peaks
can be still observed evenwith lower CV concentration of
10−11 M, and there are no any Raman characteristic sig-
nals can be found by further decreasing molecular con-
centration to 10−12 M. It implies that the detection limit
can be achieved as low as 10−11 M. The as-synthesized
Au/Ag NUs in double laser-excited liquid-NIR-SERS
system has the ability to achieve very low molecular
detection. Moreover, to investigate the ability of quan-
titative detection, the intensity–concentration curves of
several characteristic peaks located at 732, 913, 1173,
1384 and 1587 cm−1 are illustrated in Figure 5(d). It can be
found that these five peak intensities display well linear
responses to the changes of the logarithm concentrations
of CV molecules. For instance, the good linear relation-
ship between the Raman intensity and the logarithm
concentration is the linearly dependent coefficient of
R2 = 0.9979 at 1173 cm−1, indicating the accuracy and
sensitivity of the system. On the other hand, based on as-
prepared Au/Ag NUs, the double laser-boosted
NIR-SERS system was also extended to the ultrasensi-
tive detection of TC molecules (Figure S10), evaluating
the universality and sensitivity of this strategy. It is
mainly related to the universal applicability of versatile
plasmonic EM mechanism in comparison with specific
CT-induced CM enhancement.

Then, the established double laser-boosted liquid
NIR-SERS system was practically applied to the ultrasensi-
tivemonitoring of three PAHs in solution. In this section, the
pyrene, anthracene and nitropyrenemolecules were chosen
as the model analytes PAHs, which have been frequently
found in environmental contamination [56–60]. The repre-
sentative pyrene and anthracenemolecules are classified as
in the U.S. EPA priority PAH list [19]. For instance, Bokam

Rajasekhar et al. reported the concentration of anthracene
molecules in ground water of 25.4 μg/L [56]; Haroldo S.
Dórea et al. determined the concentration of pyrene mole-
cules from the oilfield produced water as 0.9–1.0 μg/L [57].
Meanwhile, the typical nitropyrene molecule is a kind of
nitrated derivatives of PAHs, and the corresponding
mutagenicity and carcinogenicity may be greater than
the original PAHs [61–63]. In this way, based on as-
prepared Au/Ag NUs, the liquid-NIR-SERS tests of 10−5–
10−10 M pyrene, 10−4–10−8 M anthracene, 10−4–10−8 M
nitropyrene in ethanol/DI solution were performed by
double laser excitation, respectively. In order to avoid
the interference of ethanol Raman signals in the solvent
[64, 65], the Raman tests in the region of 300–800 cm−1

were selected in this section. As shown in Figure 6(a–c),
the prominent characteristic bands of pyrene, anthra-
cene and nitropyrene molecules are all clearly detected
in Raman spectra. In detail, the characteristic band at
590 cm−1 is attributed to the ring breathing of pyrene
molecules [19, 21]. Moreover, the characteristic bands at
395 and 755 cm−1 in Figure 6(b) are related to skeletal
deformation and stretching, respectively, demonstrating
the presence of anthracene [19, 23]. As shown in
Figure 6(c), the Raman peaks of nitropyrenemolecules at
554 and 646 cm−1 are assigned to ring out of plane and
NO2 in-plane bending, respectively [19, 66, 67]. More
importantly, these dominating characteristic Raman
peaks originated from pyrene, anthracene and nitro-
pyrene molecules in Figure 6(a–c) are also clearly
distinguishable even the three concentrations decreased
as low as 10−9, 10−7 and 10−7 M, respectively. The different
NIR-SERS sensitivities toward detection of three kinds of
PAHs are related to the different linked functional
groups and spatial distributions of their chemical com-
ponents [19, 21, 23, 24, 28]. Based on the double laser-
boosted liquid-NIR-SERS system, the detection limit of
PAHs is better than many previous SERS reports ob-
tained by complex functionalized nano-substrates via
tedious chemical or physical modifications [21, 23, 24,
28]. To investigate the ability of quantitative detection,
the variations of Raman peak intensities of pyrene,
anthracene and nitropyrene molecules versus the cor-
responding concentrations in logarithmical scale are
separately shown in Figure 6(d–f). All these plots of
Raman peak intensities exhibit well-defined linear re-
sponses ranging over wide concentrations of pyrene,
anthracene and nitropyrene molecules. Overall, the
proposed double laser-boosted NIR-SERS system in the
presence of Au/Ag NUs facilitates the ultrasensitive
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liquid-detections of three different PAHs in solution,
which will be beneficial for ultra-trace monitoring in
actual water environment.

As for actual water environment monitoring, besides
ultra-low detection, the double laser-boosted liquid-
NIR-SERS system should also have good selectively and
distinguishability, owing to the real complex environment
with the coexistence of two ormore pollutantmolecules. To
provide simultaneous detection ofmixture, wemixed these
three PAHs molecules in different ratios and analyzed
Raman signals of the mixtures in solution by using as-
prepared Au/Ag NUs. We designed three groups of mixed
solutions including binary components of 10−6 M anthra-
cene and 10−8 M pyrene, 10−6 M nitropyrene and 10−8 M
pyrene, 10−6 M nitropyrene and 10−6 M anthracene, as
shown in Figure 7(a–c), respectively. In order to maintain
the corresponding Raman sensitivity of each component at
the similar level in the mixture, the different concentra-
tions of three PAHs were selected in this section, since
different Raman enhancements were illustrated toward the
separate detections of adopted pyrene, nitropyrene, and
anthracene molecules with different values of detection
limits. As shown in Figure 7(a–c), every two groups of
Raman characteristic signals (marked with corresponding

notation) separately originated from two types of PAHs can
be clearly identified in each mixed solution. Among them,
the Raman peaks at 590 cm−1 marked by orange color can
be attributed to pyrenemolecules. Meanwhile, the peaks at
395 cm−1 and 755 cm−1 marked by blue color should be
belonged to anthracene molecules, while the peaks at
646 cm−1 and 554 cm−1 marked by purple color should be
assigned to nitropyrene molecules. Then, we further
applied the liquid-NIR-SERS system to the mixed detection
of three PAHsmolecules (10−8 M pyrene, 10−6 M anthracene
and 10−6 M nitropyrene). As shown in Figure 7(d), the
prominent peaks of these three molecules are all clearly
detected in NIR-SERS spectra. It can provide much
enriched independent “molecular fingerprint” informa-
tion, confirming that the double laser-boosted liquid-
NIR-SERS system in the presence of Au/Ag NUs have
excellent SERS spectroscopic distinguishability in this
work.

Finally, in order to verify the practical applicability of
the established double laser-boosted liquid-NIR-SERS
system in the actual water environment, the ultrasensi-
tive assessments of different amount of pyrene molecules
added in lake water samples were performed in this work.
The six groups of lake water samples were filtered and

Figure 6: Double laser-boosted liquid-NIR-SERS spectra of (a) pyrene, (b) anthracene, and (c) nitropyrene at different concentrations, in the
presence of as-prepared Au/Ag NUs. The insets show the structures of the corresponding probe molecules. The quantitative analyses: (d) the
variation of Raman peak intensity at 590 cm−1 as a function of pyrene concentration, (e) the variations of Raman peak intensities at 395 cm−1

and 755 cm−1 as a function of anthracene concentration, and (f) the variations of Raman peak intensities at 646 cm−1 and 554 cm−1 as a function
of nitropyrene concentration, (each error bar indicates the standard deviation of 10 different spots).
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centrifuged before use, and then pyrene molecules were
separately added into each solution at different concen-
trations ranging from 10−5 to 10−10 M. As shown in
Figure 8(a), the Raman characteristic peaks of pyrene
molecules at 590 cm−1 are successfully detected in the five
groups of lake water samples. The detection limit for pyr-
enemolecules can be reached at 10−9 M, achieving the MCL
detection of PAHs in drinking water. It implies that the
established system has great application potential in real
water environment. In order to further evaluate the corre-
sponding liquid-NIR-SERS sensitivity, the variation of
Raman peak intensity at 590 cm−1 versus the pyrene con-
centrations (logarithmical scale) is shown in Figure 8(b). It
reveals an unambiguous linear response over the detection
range,which can be expressed by the formula: I= 5229.3lgC
+ 47,723 (R2 = 0.9969). The results show that some impu-
rities in the lake water do not interfere with the Raman
sensitivity of detecting pyrene molecules in this double
laser-boosted liquid-NIR-SERS system. The recovery of
pyrene molecules was also illustrated by adding known
concentrations of pyrene to lake water using standard
addition methods [68]. On the basis of the obtained Raman

peak intensities, the recovery rates (Table S3) for pyrene
molecules were calculated to be 108.31, 97.86 and
103.57%, respectively, in the range of 90–110%, indi-
cating the established strategy can quantify pyrene
molecules with high accuracy in lake water [69]. Addi-
tionally, in order to verify liquid-NIR-SERS spatial sta-
bility of Au/Ag NUs in lake water environment, the
spatial mappings (100 × 120 μm) of Raman intensity of
pyrene molecules at 590 cm−1 is shown in Figure 8(c). It
further demonstrates the well-defined homogeneous
Raman signal distribution of pyrene molecules in the
presence of colloidal Au/Ag NUs. Moreover, the Raman
spectra recorded from 10 different batches of Au/Ag NUs-
based nano-products are also illustrated in Figure 8(d). It can
be seen that the quantitative NIR-SERSmeasurements can be
well repeatedondifferent batchesof samples. In addition, the
corresponding relative standard deviation (RSD) result of
Raman peak intensity at 590 cm−1 is calculated about 2.06%,
indicating the good reproducibility of double laser-excited
liquid-NIR-SERS performed via colloidal Au/Ag NUs. Taken
together, the present work exhibits high-performance liquid-
NIR-SERS with activity, sensitivity, uniformity, practicability

Figure 7: Liquid-NIR-SERS spectra of different mixtures with binary components: anthracene and pyrene (a), nitropyrene and pyrene (b),
nitropyrene and anthracene (c), based on the double laser excitation of colloidal Au/Ag NUs. (d) Representative SERS spectra of aqueous
ternary mixtures of nitropyrene (purple), anthracene (blue) and pyrene (orange).
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and reproducibility, giving rise to the practical ultrasensitive
precise assessment of toxic PAHs in real water environment.

4 Conclusions

In summary, we have demonstrated the versatile double
laser-boosted liquid-NIR-SERS by introducing an extra
808 nm laser beam into the routine 785 nm laser exci-
tation of Au/Ag NUs in solution. The additional EM field
formed around Au/Ag NUs can be promoted by
increasing 808 nm external laser power (0–1.0 W),
providing another significant contribution for further
dramatically promoting liquid-NIR-SERS activity. The
optimal candidate enables Raman peak intensities of CV
molecules to be dramatically enhanced in solution,
reaching approximate ∼34-fold higher than the single
785 nm SERS apparatus. In this way, the detection limit
of TCmolecules in liquid condition can be down to 10−9 M
at nanomolar level. Moreover, the unique double laser-
boosted NIR-SERS system can realize the ultra-trace

liquid detections of nonadsorptive PAHs such as 10−9 M
pyrene, 10−7 M anthracene and 10−7 M nitropyrene mol-
ecules, respectively. The simultaneous NIR-SERS ana-
lyses of these three PAHs show the capabilities of this
system for the multiplex detection. Moreover, the prac-
tical applicability is successfully verified by ultrasensi-
tive precise assessment of pyrene (10−5 M–10−9 M)
molecules in actual lake water samples. Based on
colloidal Au/Ag NUs, the established unique liquid-
NIR-SERS is highlighted in the term of well activity,
sensitivity, uniformity, distinguishability reproduc-
ibility and practicability. These findings are favorable for
ultrasensitive and accurate assessment of nonadsorptive
pollutants in real-world scenarios.
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